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Abstract. Near-infrared optical imaging is an emerging noninvasive
technology toward breast cancer diagnosis. The optical imaging sys-
tems available to date are limited either by flexibility to image any
given breast volume, patient comfort, or instrument portability. Here,
a hand-held optical probe is designed and developed, 1. employing a
unique measurement scheme of simultaneous multiple point illumi-
nation and collection for rapid data acquisition and minimal patient
discomfort, and 2. employing a curved probe head such that it allows
flexible imaging of tissue curvatures. Simulation studies are carried
out on homogeneous slab phantoms �5�10�8 cc� to determine an
appropriate source-detector configuration for the probe head. These
design features are implemented in the development of the probe,
which consisted of six simultaneous illuminating and 165 simulta-
neous collecting fibers, spaced 0.5 cm apart on a 5�10 sq-cm probe
head. Simulation studies on 3-D slab and curved phantoms demon-
strate an increase in the total area of predicted fluorescence amplitude
and overall signal strength on using simultaneous multiple point
sources over a single point source. The probe is designed and devel-
oped such that on coupling with a detection system in the future, the
hand-held probe based imager can be clinically assessed toward can-
cer diagnostic imaging. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction
ver the past few years, several laboratories have embarked
n the development of fluorescence-enhanced optical imaging
s a new modality for molecularly based diagnostic imaging
n deep tissues, particularly in the female breast.1–14

luorescence-enhanced optical imaging involves the use of
ear-infrared �NIR� light and external contrast agents to en-
ance the optical contrast between normal and diseased tissue
egions, and thus molecularly target the metastatic cancer
ells within the breast tissue.

Various investigators employ different source-detector im-
ging configurations during the development of their
uorescence-enhanced or nonfluorescence-based optical im-
ging systems. These imaging configurations can be broadly
lassified into15,16: 1. compressed tissue-based configuration,
. circular configuration, and 3. subsurface configuration �Fig.
�. To date, most 3-D optical imaging studies toward breast
ancer diagnosis are restricted either to compressed tissue
onfiguration7,10,17–20 �Fig. 1�a�� or circular
onfiguration5,6,8,21–27 �Fig. 1�b��. The compressed tissue con-
guration is analogous to x-ray mammography, and is disad-
antageous due to minimal patient comfort from tissue com-
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eering, Florida International University, EC 2675-10555 W Flagler St, Miami,
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pression and limited information obtained around the
complete breast tissue. The circular configuration has minimal
patient discomfort, but is limited by the bulky and nonport-
able instrumentation. Subsurface configuration �Fig. 1�c�� is a
relatively new method that requires no tissue compression,
and can be designed to mimic a portable and flexible imaging
probe.28–35 However, 3-D tomography studies using the sub-
surface imaging configuration are limited36–38 and challenging
due to limited depth information obtained using only
reflectance-based measurements during imaging reconstruc-
tions. In addition, the hand-held-based imaging systems �em-
ploying the subsurface imaging configuration� developed to
date are typically designed to image flat surfaces28–30,33–35 and
are not entirely adaptable to tissue curvatures.

These source-detector imaging configurations can be
implemented using one of the measurement geometries �Fig.
2�, which include: 1. sequential single-point illumination and
sequential/simultaneous multiple-point collection using opti-
cal fibers,4,5,9,11,39–46 2. simultaneous multiple point illumina-
tion and simultaneous multiple point collection using optical
fibers,12,43 and 3. area illumination and area detection using an
expanded beam of excitation source and a charge-coupled de-
vice �CCD� camera,38,41,45 respectively. To date, most fluores-
cence optical tomographic studies have been typically per-
1083-3668/2007/12�5�/054014/10/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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ormed using sequential multiple point illumination and
equential7,18 or simultaneous5,8,21,22,47–50 multiple point col-
ection measurement geometries obtained with or without the
se of optical fibers.11,23–25,40,49,51,52 While the data acquisition
ates improve on using simultaneous multiple point collection
echniques, sequential multiple point illumination not only
mpacts the total imaging time, but may also provide insuffi-
ient light intensity to perform tomographic studies on large
issue volumes with greater penetration depth �since optical
ignals decay exponentially with distance�. Weak optical sig-
als are usually dominated by noise, thus impacting the mea-
urement precision and accuracy, and eventually hindering the
ccurate reconstruction of the target location and size.

Recently, Godavarty et al.43 employed the simultaneous
ultiple �dual� point illumination-based measurement geom-

try toward fluorescence tomography studies on large breast
hantoms, and successfully demonstrated 3-D image recon-
tructions under various experimental conditions. From these
tudies, it was also demonstrated that simultaneous multiple
oint illumination provided: 1. an increase in the total area of
uorescence amplitude on the imaging surface; 2. higher sig-
al strength; 3. an increase in the total number of measure-
ents �therefore decreased data acquisition time�; and 4. a

ecrease in the measurement error �i.e., error between re-
eated measurements� and model mismatch error �i.e., error
etween experimental and simulated measurements�; in com-
arison to using sequential single point illumination geometry.

In this study, we designed and developed a hand-held-
ased optical probe with a subsurface imaging configuration
nd simultaneous illumination and detection-based measure-
ent geometry, such that the probe allows flexible imaging of

ny tissue curvature �obtained using both reflectance and tran-

ig. 1 Different imaging configurations: �a� compressed tissue con
onfiguration. �Adapted from Ref. 16�

ig. 2 Different measurement geometries: �a� sequential single poin
ptical fibers; �b� simultaneous multiple point illumination and simulta
nd area detection using an expanded beam of excitation source and

llumination is assumed as an individual optical fiber.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054014-
sillumination measurements� with improved signal strength
and enhanced data acquisition rates. Simulation studies were
performed to determine the appropriate number of simulta-
neous illuminating sources and their layout on the optical
probe head. The effect of simultaneous multiple point illumi-
nation over single point illumination was determined in terms
of the overall signal strength, total area of fluorescence am-
plitude, and tissue curvature. A design was implemented to
simultaneously illuminate multiple point sources from a
single laser diode point source. The design and development
of the hand-held-based optical probe is described in the fol-
lowing sections.

2 Materials and Methods
The hand-held optical probe was designed using a subsurface
imaging configuration and simultaneous multiple point illumi-
nation and collection based measurement geometry. The de-
sign was further implemented toward the development of the
optical probe with a geometrically adaptive probe head that
allows imaging of any given tissue curvature �up to 45-deg�
with good probe-tissue contact and minimal patient discom-
fort.

Design of the hand-held probe was carried out as a two-
fold process: 1. design the appropriate illumination-collection
fiber layout and number on the probe head; and 2. design a
unique technique to simultaneously illuminate multiple
sources and also be able to image tissue curvatures. Simulated
studies were also carried out on the developed probe, to study
the effect of introducing curvature on simultaneous illumina-
tion and collection.

n, �b� circular imaging configuration, and �c� subsurface imaging

ination and sequential/simultaneous multiple point collection using
multiple point collection using optical fibers; and �c� area illumination
camera, respectively. �b� and �c� are equivalent, if each point of area
figuratio
t illum
neous
a CCD
September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�2
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.1 Design of Illumination-Collection Fiber Layout
and Number on the Probe Head

n appropriate number and distribution of the simultaneous
lluminating and collecting optical fibers is essential to maxi-

ize the total area of fluorescence amplitude, minimize the
egions with very weak or no fluorescence optical signals
hereafter termed as dead regions�, and enhance the signal
trength. A rectangular probe head of 5�10 cm2 dimensions
as chosen, keeping in mind the typical dimensions of breast

issue �further details are provided in Sec. 2.2.1�. Simulation
tudies were carried out on a 3-D homogeneous phantom of
�10�8 cm3 dimensions, with the imaging surface as 5
10 cm2 at z=0 cm plane. The phantom depth was chosen

s 8 cm �in the z direction� to represent the infinite boundary
n the z direction, thus mimicking the extended chest wall
egions of the breast tissue.

.1.1 Finite-element-based simulation studies
imulation studies were carried out by solving the forward
odel of the coupled diffusion equations,52–54 where the fluo-

escence optical properties of the phantom are assumed to be
nown a priori and the fluence of the emitted fluorescence
ignal is determined using the Galerkin approximation of the
nite-element-based numerical technique.55 Coupled diffusion
quations in the frequency domain were applied in these
imulation studies, since the hand-held optical probe devel-

able 1 The optical properties of the homogeneous phantom�s� with
uorophore used in the forward-model-based simulation studies. �ax:
bsorption coefficient at excitation wavelength. �am: absorption coef-
cient at emission wavelength. �sx� : reduced scattering coefficient at
xcitation wavelength. �sm� : reduced scattering coefficient at emission
avelength. �: quantum efficiency of ICG. �: lifetime of ICG.

ax �cm−1� �am �cm−1� �sx� �cm−1� �sm� �cm−1� � � �nsec�

.02483 0.0322 10.879 9.8241 0.01088 0.56

ig. 3 The illuminated/detected surface on the 5�10�8-cm3 phanto
lack circles represent the point detectors for the following cases: �
imultaneous five point illumination, �d� simultaneous six point illumi

imultaneous eight point illumination �Color online only.�

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054014-
oped will be coupled to a gain-modulated intensified CCD
�ICCD� detection system toward the development of a
frequency-domain-based optical imaging system �future work
for experimental studies�.

Initially, a 3-D homogeneous finite element mesh contain-
ing tetrahedral elements was generated using Gambit 2.1.6
�Fluent Incorporated, Lebanon, New Hampshire� software to
perform simulated studies on slab phantoms of 5�10
�8 cm3 dimensions. The mesh was discretized into 19,267
tetrahedral elements and 4017 nodes, with 0.5-cm spacing
between nodes on the imaging surface. The imaging surface
�at z=0 cm� consisted of 3034 triangular elements and 231
nodes, where each node was assumed to be either an illumi-
nating or collecting point location on the probe head. The
homogeneous optical properties of the phantom chosen for
these simulation studies were similar to those used in experi-
mental breast phantom studies9 and are given in Table 1. The
fluorophore used in all the simulation studies was indocyanine
green �ICG�, which was assumed to be uniformly distributed
in the homogeneous phantoms.

The finite-element forward simulator developed using the
adjoint method55 was adapted for the current studies and
implemented using Matlab V.6.5 �Mathworks Incorporated,
Natick, Massachusetts�. The predicted emission fluence ��
=AC exp�i��� at each node on the imaging plane was in turn
used to calculate the amplitude �AC� and phase shift ��� of
the emitted fluorescence signal. Simulations were carried out
for two different scenarios: 1. changing the number of simul-
taneously illuminating sources �1, 3, 5, 6, and 8� and the dis-
tance between them; and 2. changing the layout of the illumi-
nating point sources, to maximize the total area of predicted
fluorescence amplitude on the imaging surface as well as im-
prove the overall signal strength. The different number of si-
multaneous illuminating point sources used in the simulation
studies and their locations on the imaging plane are as shown
in Fig. 3.

ere the solid red circles represent the point source�s� and the hollow
le point illumination, �b� simultaneous three point illumination, �c�
�e� simultaneous six point illumination with a different layout, and �f�
m, wh
a� sing
nation,
September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�3
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.1.2 Data analysis procedures
luorescence amplitude measurements �AC� of the emitted
IR signal obtained from simulation studies were used to

tudy the effect of simultaneous multiple point illumination
ver single point illumination on the overall signal strength
nd total area of predicted AC. These predicted AC measure-
ents were normalized and presented as 2-D surface contour

lots using Tecplot 11.0 �Tecplot, Incorporated, Bellevue,
ashington�. The simulated fluorescence amplitude point
easurements were normalized differently for evaluating the

ignal strength and the total area of predicted AC on the im-
ging surface, as described in Table 2. To qualitatively com-
are the effect of using simultaneous multiple point sources
ver single point illumination on the overall signal strength,
he emitted fluorescence amplitude for both source illumina-
ion cases was normalized with the maximum fluorescence
mplitude between the two source illumination cases �see
able 2, method 1�. In quantifying the total area of predicted
C on the imaging surface, the emitted fluorescence ampli-

ude at each nodal point of the finite-element mesh was nor-
alized by the maximum fluorescence amplitude for the

iven source illumination used �see Table 2, method 2�. A
utoff value of �20% of the maximum fluorescence ampli-
ude �i.e., 0.2 in the normalized fluorescence amplitude� was
hosen to differentiate between signal and background noise.
arious cutoff values have been attempted �5, 10, 15, and
0%�. However, 20% was chosen for our studies in an attempt
o maximize noise reduction in the measured signal �keeping
n mind the future experimental studies�. Thus only AC values

20% of the maximum AC �i.e., 0.2 and above in the nor-
alized fluorescence amplitude� were used in evaluating the

otal area of predicted AC in each simulated case, using inter-
olation techniques available as built-in functions in the Tec-
lot software.

The quantified area of predicted AC was in turn used to
etermine the appropriate: 1. distance between simultaneous

able 2 Normalizing techniques for calculating areas of predicted
uorescence amplitude and comparing signal strength between simul-
aneous multiple point illumination and single point illumination.
CTmax corresponds to the larger intensity of ACmmax and ACsmax,
here suffix max is the maximum fluorescence amplitude intensity for

he given case �i.e., multiple sources or single source case�.

Method 1: to compare
signal strength

Method 2: to calculate
area of predicted AC

ultiple sources
suffix m�

ACm/ACTmax ACm/ACmmax

ingle source
suffix s�

ACs/ACTmax ACs/ACsmax

ig. 4 Schematic of the six-legged illumination fiber bundle, where

omogenize the light output more uniformly among the six fibers.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054014-
multiple point sources; 2. number of simultaneous multiple
point sources; and 3. source fiber layout; such that this total
area of predicted AC on the imaging surface is maximized.

2.2 Design of Simultaneous Illumination and
Curvature of the Probe Head

2.2.1 Simultaneous illumination technique
Simultaneous multiple point illumination with sources of
equal intensity can be made possible using either: 1. multiple
50:50 and/or 70:30 beamsplitters �assembled in a housing�
that is used to split the incident NIR light from the laser diode
into multiple beams; or 2. an expanded laser beam focused on
a fiber bundle that holds multiple optical fibers. In this study,
the expanded laser beam configuration was chosen due to the
simplicity of the product design, although it is challenging to
obtain equal intensities using this configuration.

Here, a six-legged �details in Sec. 3� fiber bundle �one end
fused and the other end split into six individual fibers� of
�2 m was custom-built �Romack Incorporated, Williams-
burg, Virginia� using 600-�m-diam multimode optical fibers
�numerical aperture NA=0.22� �Fig. 4�. The six legs of the
fiber bundle were coupled onto the probe head at different
point locations, based on the chosen source fiber layout �de-
scribed in Sec. 3�. The fused end of the fiber bundle was
connected to a collimator-diffuser package to homogenize the
input light source from the laser diode �Sanyo DL7140-201S
model, Thorlabs. Incorporated, Newton, New Jersey� of
785-nm wavelength and 500-mW maximum power. A high-
power laser diode was used in these studies, since the
collimator-diffuser package tends to attenuate the incident la-
ser source light significantly ��90% �. The intensity distribu-
tion of the laser source light among the six fibers �with and
without the use of the collimator-diffuser package� was mea-
sured using an optical power meter �PM 100 model, Thorlabs
Incorporated, Newton, New Jersey� to assess the effect of
using the collimator-diffuser package.

A collection fiber bundle consisting of 165 multimode op-
tical fibers �600 �m, NA=0.22� was also custom-built by
Romack, Incorporated to collect the emitted NIR signal from
the imaging surface. The 165 multimode fibers were fused
onto a 2-in-diam ring, such that simultaneous detection of the
emitted signal can be performed by coupling the bundle to an
intensified charge-coupled device �ICCD�-based detection
system.

2.2.2 Design of curvature onto the probe head
The probe head was designed such that it can adapt to any
tissue curvature, thus improving the tissue-probe contact as
well as obtaining better depth information �since transillumi-
nation measurements can be acquired apart from reflectance
measurements�. As a first-generation optical probe, the curva-

limator-diffuser package between the bundle and laser source will
a col
September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�4
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ure in the probe head was introduced using three plates
inged together such that 0 to 45-deg flexibility was possible
ndependently on each end plate, as shown in Fig. 5�a�. Al-
hough increasing the number of face plates would increase
he angle of curvature �approaching the curvature of the breast
issue�, such an implementation is more challenging and will
e attempted as a part of our next-generation hand-held opti-
al probe.

The aluminum-based three-plate probe head was built at
lorida International University’s Manufacturing Research
enter �FIU-MRC�. The probe head was mounted on two rail-

ngs for each end of the face plate, such that plates can be
exibly moved from 0 to 45-deg �Fig. 5�a��. The movement
nd subsequent angle of curvature of each outer plate �3

5 cm2� with respect to the center plate �4�5 cm2� can be
easured using an angular indicator consisting of notches at

he edges of the railings.

.3 Effect of Simultaneous Illumination on Curved
Phantoms

he probe head’s illumination-collection fiber layout and
umber was designed assuming that the probe was flat, i.e., no
urvature. The effect of simultaneous multiple point illumina-
ion in terms of signal strength and area of predicted AC was
tudied on a slab phantom using the flat probe with 0-deg
urvature. The curvature �0 to 45-deg� was introduced to the
robe head using the design described before. To study the
ffect of simultaneous multiple point illumination on curved
hantoms using the curved probe head, 3-D phantoms with
5- and 45-deg curvature on the imaging surface alone were
enerated �see Fig. 5�b��, such that the probe head has good
urface contact with the imaging surface. The curved phan-
oms were generated with similar dimensions as the 3-D slab
hantom �described in Sec. 2.1�, except that a curvature was
ntroduced on the illuminated/detected surface in concurrence
ith the design of the three-piece probe head.

.3.1 Forward simulation on curved phantoms
hree-dimensional homogeneous finite element meshes con-

aining tetrahedral elements were generated using Gambit
.1.6 software for both the curved phantoms �see Fig. 5�b��,
nd the mesh details are provided in Table 3. The
llumination/detected surface consists of 3034 elements and
31 nodes, six of which are considered as point source loca-
ions and the remaining as point detector locations. The ho-

ig. 5 �a� The first-generation three-piece plate-based probe design as
simplified version of the ideal case containing multiple face plates

or better contact on the tissue curvature. �b� The finite element mesh
f the same 3-D curved phantom. The curved phantom with 45-deg
ngle of curvature is similar to the one shown here.
ogeneous optical properties of the phantom were similar to

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054014-
that used in previous simulation studies on slab phantoms
�Sec. 2.1�. The predicted fluorescence amplitude measure-
ments �AC� of the emitted NIR signal were evaluated on the
imaging surface of two curved phantoms for both the single
point illumination and simultaneous six point illumination ge-
ometry, to study the effect of simultaneous multiple point il-
lumination on the total area of predicted AC on the imaging
surface and the overall signal strength.

The data analysis procedure was similar to that used in the
slab phantom simulation studies �see Sec. 2.1.2�. Two-
dimensional surface contour plots of normalized emitted fluo-
rescence amplitude data from curved phantom studies were
generated by similar methods described in Table 2, except that
the curved imaging surface was projected onto a 2-D plane of
equivalent dimensions �i.e., 5�10 cm2�.

3 Results and Discussions
3.1 Illumination-Collection Fiber Layout on Probe

Head
Simulated 3-D slab phantom studies were performed using
simultaneous multiple point illumination geometry applying:
1. a different number of simultaneous multiple point sources
�1, 3, 5, 6, and 8�; and 2. different source fiber layouts. The
2-D surface �5�10 cm2� contour plots of the emitted fluo-
rescence amplitude at z=0-cm plane �i.e., imaging surface�
were plotted for the different number of simultaneous mul-
tiple point sources as shown in Fig. 6. The total area of pre-
dicted AC increased with an increase in the number of simul-
taneous point sources �see Fig. 7�. It was observed that the
total area of predicted AC was greater than the product of the
area of predicted AC for single point illumination �i.e.,
3.9 cm2� and the total number of sources, until up to six si-
multaneous sources �3.9 cm2�6	27.67 cm2�, thus improv-
ing the overall area of predicted fluorescence amplitude.
When the number of simultaneous point sources was in-
creased to eight, the total area of predicted AC was observed
to be less than the product of the area for single point illumi-
nation and the number of sources �3.9 cm2�8�31.05 cm2�.
This indicated that an increase in the area of predicted AC
was approaching a saturation point. In other words, a further
increase in the number of sources did not significantly in-
crease the total area of predicted AC for the given imaging
surface. Hence, six simultaneous point sources were chosen as
the appropriate number for our hand-held probe design. In
addition, it was observed that changing the layout of these six
simultaneous point sources �i.e., changing the distance be-
tween these point sources� affected the total area of predicted
AC and overall signal strength, as shown in Fig. 8. These 2-D
surface contour plots of the emitted fluorescence amplitude
for different source fiber layouts demonstrate an increase in

Table 3 Finite element mesh details of the 3-D curved phantoms.

Phantom number Type Nodes Elements

1 Curved �35-deg� 4523 25179

2 Curved �45-deg� 3976 22126
the total area of predicted AC using the layout given in Fig.

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�5
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�c�, compared to the layouts shown in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�. In
ddition, the overall signal strength improved with the appro-
riate choice of the source fiber layout �Fig. 8�c��, as shown
uantitatively at a single randomly chosen point in the con-
our plots. Based on these observations, the source fiber lay-
ut shown in Fig. 8�c� �distance between sources was
2.5 to 3.0 cm� was chosen as an appropriate layout to be

mplemented toward the development of the optical probe
ead.

.2 Effect of Simultaneous Illumination on Curved
Phantom

imulated 3-D curved phantom studies were performed using
ingle point illumination geometry and simultaneous six point
llumination geometry on 35- and 45-deg curved phantoms,
espectively. The 2-D surface contour plots of emitted fluo-
escence amplitude from the curved surface of each curved

ig. 6 Two-dimensional surface contour plots of the simulated fluores
t z=0-cm plane. The simulations were carried out for homogeneou
llumination, �b� simultaneous three point illumination, �c� simultane
imultaneous eight point illumination-based measurement geometry. T
ine �of 9�4 cm2� represents the actual region within which the illum
Color online only.�

ig. 7 A plot of the total area of predicted fluorescence amplitude

hantoms.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054014-
phantom are presented on a projected imaging plane of 5
�10 cm2, as shown in Fig. 9. From these surface contour
plots �Fig. 9�, it was observed that simultaneous multiple
point illumination enhanced the overall signal strength and the
total area of predicted AC on the imaging plane in comparison
to the single point illumination for both the curved phantoms.
However, the increase in both these parameters was less for
curved phantoms in comparison to that for slab phantoms
�with no curvature�, as observed from Figs. 9�a�, 9�c�, and
8�c�, respectively.

Unlike the symmetric distribution of fluorescence intensity
on the imaging plane of the slab phantom �with 0-deg curva-
ture�, the curved phantoms generate an irregular distribution
of the emitted fluorescence signal �especially at the two end
plates of 3�5 cm2 each� and a decreased total area of pre-
dicted AC �see Figs. 9�a� and 9�c��. This phenomenon could
possibly be due to a decrease in the fluorescence intensity at

amplitude on the illuminated/detected surface of 3-D slab phantoms
toms of uniform fluorescence light distribution using �a� single point
e point illumination, �d� simultaneous six point illumination, and �e�
“x” signs are the x-y locations of the point sources. The dashed white
and collection fibers were placed on the developed hand-held probe.

number of simultaneous sources for simulated studies on 3-D slab
cence
s phan
ous fiv
he red
inating
verses
September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�6
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the detectors in the null plane, from constructive interference
of simultaneous multiple point sources that are in-phase.56,57

The constructive interference pattern for the three different
phantoms can be observed �see Fig. 10� from the 2-D contour
slice at x=1.9-cm plane �chosen randomly�. This interference
causes a decrease in fluorescence amplitude at a few locations
on the imaging surface, which in turn affects the total area of
predicted AC for curved phantom�s� in comparison to slab
phantoms �no curvature� for a given multiple point source
illumination geometry.

The source-separation distance is also a crucial factor for
determining interference effects, which becomes less pro-
nounced as the distance between two simultaneous point
sources is �4 cm.56 As shown in Fig. 10, the source-
separation distance for the curved probe head was reduced
from 3 cm on the flat imaging surface to 2.9 cm for 35-deg
curvature and 2.8 cm for 45-deg curvature, allowing a greater
interference between input light sources. The different source-
separation distances, i.e., 3.0 and 2.9 cm for 35-deg curva-
ture, of the curved phantom may explain the irregular signal
distribution at two sides �or end plates�, while the slab phan-
tom, which has equal distance of source-separation �3 cm�,
was able to produce symmetric surface contour results. Apart
from the source-separation distance, the curvature tends to
play a significant role in the interference pattern, and in turn
on the total surface area, of the predicted AC. In other words,
a source-separation distance of 2.8 or 2.9 cm on a flat phan-
tom �i.e., 0-deg curvature� will have less interference effect in
comparison to the same source-separation distance on a
curved phantom �i.e., �0-deg curvature on the imaging
surface�.

In summary, there is still a positive impact of employing
simultaneous multiple point illumination when imaging tis-

plitude on the illuminated/detected surface of 3-D curved phantoms.
orescence light distribution using �a� and �c� simultaneous six point
ig. 8 Two-dimensional surface contour plots of simulated fluores-
ence amplitude on the illuminated/detected surface of 3-D slab
hantoms at z=0-cm plane. The simulations were carried out for ho-
ogeneous phantoms of uniform fluorescence light distribution using
ifferent layouts �a�, �b�, and �c� of simultaneous six point sources.
ig. 9 Two-dimensional surface contour plots of simulated fluorescence am
he simulations were carried out for homogeneous phantoms of uniform flu
and �c� and �d� 45-deg based 3-D curved phantoms.
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ues of any given curvature at the imaging surface.

.3 Developed Hand-Held-Based Optical Probe
ased on the simulation studies to design the appropriate

llumination-collection fiber layout and number, along with
he design of a simultaneous illumination technique and the
urvature on the probe head, the hand-held-based optical
robe was developed in our Optical Imaging Laboratory �see
ig. 11�. The different components of the optical probe that
ere assembled together include the illumination and collec-

ig. 10 Two-dimensional contour plots of simulated fluorescence am-
litude in the �a� slab phantom, �b� 35-deg based curved phantom,
nd �c� 45-deg based curved phantom at x=1.9-cm plane, using si-
ultaneous six point illumination geometry.

ig. 11 �a� The developed hand-held-based optical probe with �b� fu

reast cancer diagnostic imaging.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054014-
tion fiber bundles, three-plate probe head, and a railing system
for introducing curvature �between 0 and 45-deg� during
imaging.

The distance between collection fibers was chosen as
0.5 cm between each fiber due to practical limitations in try-
ing to place the fibers closer.9 The fiber locations superimpose
the nodes on the imaging surface of the 3-D phantom mesh.
However, unlike in simulation studies where a total of 225
nodes represents the points of detection on the imaging sur-
face �as described in Secs. 2.1.1 and 2.3.1�, the actual probe
consisted of only 165 collection points, assuming no fibers
were located at the edges of the hand-held probe.

3.3.1 Effect of collimator-diffuser package on source
intensity distribution

The source intensity distribution among the six legs of the
illumination fiber bundle was determined with and without the
use of the collimator-diffuser package. In the absence of the
collimator-diffuser package, the output intensities among the
six fibers varied significantly ��99.2% error difference�.
However, by using the collimator-diffuser package, the output
intensity distribution among the fibers improved significantly
��19% error difference�, although the collimator-diffuser
package caused greater attenuation ��97% � of the input laser
signal �maximum power of 500 mW�. This indicates that a
collimator-diffuser package is necessary to obtain uniform in-
tensity distribution among simultaneous illuminating fibers.
However, the losses due to this package are further evaluated
�currently� to minimize the huge intensity losses through the
package, and also make the intensity distribution more uni-
form among the six fibers.

In the future, the fused end of the collecting fiber bundle
will be coupled to the focusing lens of the detection system
and the final setup will be a unique hand-held-based optical
imager that will be implemented toward flexible imaging of
any tissue volume and curvature using a rapid data acquiring
ICCD detection system.

4 Conclusion
The current work represents for the first time an optical probe
development with the unique features of: 1. flexibility to im-
age tissue curvatures �0 to 45-deg� that provides transillumi-
nation as well as reflectance measurements; 2. the ability to

cus in developing a hand-held-based optical imaging system toward
ture fo
September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�8
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imultaneously illuminate �at six point locations� and collect
IR signals �at 165 point locations� for rapid data acquisition;

nd 3. is a portable and comfortable hand-held design with
ood tissue contact and minimal patient discomfort.

An ideal hand-held optical fiber probe for clinical diagnos-
ic studies is the area illumination and area detection measure-

ent geometry �Fig. 2�c��, since the geometry mimics the
linically available ultrasound imaging probe. However, a
ore practical first step toward this ideal measurement geom-

try is the simultaneous multiple point illumination and mul-
iple point collection measurement geometry, where each
oint of illumination/collection in the area illumination/
ollection geometry is assumed as an individual optical fiber
hat illuminates/collects the NIR signals.

Research is currently being performed at our Optical Im-
ging Laboratory to couple this hand-held-based optical probe
o a time-dependent �frequency-domain� ICCD detection sys-
em and obtain tomographically meaningful experimental

easurements on 3-D flat and curved phantoms �homoge-
eous and heterogeneous�. Successful demonstration of 3-D
omographic imaging of large and curved phantoms using the
and-held-based optical imager will lead to its evaluation as a
iagnostic and prognostic tool for breast cancer.
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